
.sear merry, 	 12/18/91 

It is particularly tragic that your mother--in-law died when after so much stress 

arid.. suffering for the eamil$ it had finally been reunited. 

That is quite a story, new to me,;:bout the 1.1onk peace advocate who wound up un-

wanted by both sides. He certainly would have been a more appropriate Nobel laureate than 

any Kissinger type! I'd not know that "Lag nominated him or anyone else. 

David Gallen is a friend, his father a dear friend for several decades.When as often  
did I stayed with them in New York I told real-life farm stories to David and his brother, 

then about five and six. 	glad David remembered because if I remember correctly, I asked 

that he send you a copy before it was finished. he is to deposit the raw materials at Hoed. 

I hope you and perhaps your student find the book useful. 

I agree with what you any about the changes in 4alcolm X and that he and fling were 

edging toward each other. It may amuse, you to know that when I was given an award for 

Frame-Up by e1,0 Kennedy, the militant and brilliant black lawyer, on behalf of a group 

whose name I've forgotten, and I said thitHalcolm was killed when he had begun to make a 

the changes that could expand the areas of his appeal, like no longer being a sexist, her 

reaction was rather strong and indignant. 

:t is I, not the CIA or the "Eatablistakaent" as 'tone alleges in a sueces.ful campaign 

to uake himself out to be the victim of powerful, repressive forces, who started the ex.- 

Posure of the rotten thing he has done in hi,- movie. Responding, which may in all instances 

be no more than making a record fct history, has taken much time. For'this alone it is worth 

the considerable time it has taken. Dave is particularly pleased and proud. I have now 

accumulated a file at least 8" thick! Make a good study for a student, I:think, too. Lad 

althotkh with Warner' wealth and influence (corporate partner of Time-14E) I expect re-

views that range from ambiguous to fatorable the end ifnot here, the mong finger still 

writes. I think that at the least what -4. have done is make other wealthy and powerful outfits 

balance this kind of exposure and embarrassment againat greed and wonder ari4 evaluate before 

giving such wretches such vast sums for bad movies. From the way the LIFE reorter spoke to 

me I had hoped against hope for a bettor story. But she did not write it and'\IT suppose the 

word came down from the top, 	 \ 

We are very sorry about your loss and suffering and hope that the coming year is good 

enough to relieve some of it. Have a good holiday. Remember use to those beautill kids. 

If I can I'll enclose a copy of the Wicker story in the "Vimes. Please keep ilk in the 
• event Dave was not able to' get a copy out there. Woo much trouble to copy. 

Our best to you all, 

( 
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